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WEAKLY HAUSDORFF SPACES 

By William Dunham 

1. Introduction 

The concept of weakly Hausdorff (hereafter denoted by w. h.) was defined by 
Levine in [41 in terms of nets and proved to be weaker than both the Hausdorff 
property and regularity. It is the purpose of this paper to explore more fully this 
concept. 

In (2) we develop characterizations of w. h. spaces and prove that a space is 

w.h. iff its To-identification is T 2• 

In (3) we consider subspaces. products, and images of w. h. spaces and compare 

the concepts of w. h. , T 2, and regularity. 

Theorem 4.2 gives a complete characterization of a finite w. h. topology while 
Theorem 4.7 concerns the structure of an infinite w. h. topology. 

In a compact or paracompact space, the w. h. property and regularity are shown 

to coincide in (5). Moreover, we prove that closures of compact subsets of a w. 

h. space are compact. 

In (6) we consider three different definitions of local compactness which occur 

in the literature and show they agree in w. h. spaces. 

In (7) we prove the analogue of the standard result that a space is T 3• 5 iff it 

is homeomorphic to a subspace of a compact, T 2 space that is, we show a space 

is completely regular iff it is homeomorphic to a subspace of compact, w. h. 
space. 

2. Characterizations 

DEFINITION 2. 1. A space (X, ‘!T) is w. h. iff c(x)=c(y) whenever there is a 
net S : D • X such that lim S=x and lim S=y. 

THEOREM 2.2. (X, ‘!T) is w. h. iff for each x, y 쩌 X one of the following 

holds: 

(a) x εOε .!T zJf y εOE ‘7 

(b) There exz'st 0, U ε ‘!T sμch that xε0， y ε U, and onu=rþ. 

PROOF. Necessity. Suppose (X, ‘!T) is w. h. a nd for x, y in X condition 
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(b) does not hold. Then we can define a directed set D= {O nu : x ε O ε ..:T and 

yEU ε ..:T} with ordering by reverse inclusion, and a net S : D • X by S(OnU) 

ε o n u, arbitrary. Then lim S=x and lim S=y and thus c(x)=c(y) , which is 

(a). 

Sufficiency. Suppose lim S=x and lim S= y for some net S : D• X. If c(x) ~ 

c(y) , then (a) fails and so by (b) there are disjoint, open sets 0 and U such that 

x E 0 and y E O. But then S is eventually in both 0 and U, contradicting 

disjointness. Thus c(x)=c(y) , and (X,..:T) is w.h. 

DEFINITlON 2.3. (X，.3η is an Ro space iχf c(x)CO whenever x ε o and 0 is 

open. 

DEFINITlON 2.4. (X , ‘9"') is an Rl space iff for x,y ε X , c(x) and c(y) either 

coincide or are contained in disjoint open sets. 

REMARK 2.5. The two previous definitions were introduced by Davis in [1] , 

and after the next lemma we shall prove that Rl and w. h. are identical 

propertles. 

LEMMA 2. 6. A w. h. space Z"S RO. 

PROOF. Suppose x ε o where 0 is open and let y ε c(x). Then condition (b) 
of Theorem 2.2 fails and so, by (a) , y ε o since x ε O. Thus c(x)ζo and the 

space is RO. 

THEOREM 2.7. (X,..:T) Z"S w. h. 짜 (X,..:T) Z"S Rl. 

PROOF. Necessity. Suppose (X, ‘.:T) is w.h. and c(x)~c(y). Then by 

Theorem 2. 2 x ε O ε ‘;r and y ε U ε ‘.:T where 0 and U are disjoint. Hence 

c(x)CO and c(y)ζU by Lemma 2.6, and (X，.3η is Rl. 

Sufficiency. If (X, ‘yη is Rl and c(x)=c(y) , then Theorem 2.2 (a) holds. 

Otherwise, c(x) and c( y) are contained in disjoint, open sets and Theorem 2.2 

(b) holds. 

REMARK 2.8. Let (X, ‘:T) be any space and define a relation R on X by xRy 

iff c(x)=c(y). Then (X/R,..:T/R) is the well-known TO-identification with] q: 

X • X / R the natural projection. (See Willard [7] , page 85) 

LEMMA 2.9. 1/ (X ,..:T) Z"S Ro' q: X • X/R z's an 0ψen map. 

PROOF .. It suffices to show O=q -l(q(O)) for each 0 E ..:T. Since OC 
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q -l(q(O)) is immediate, we let x ε q-l(q(O)). Then q(x)=q(y) for some

y ε o and thus x ε c(x) =c(y) ζ 0 , verifying the equality. 

THEOREM 2. 10. (X ’ ‘r) is w. h. ill (X/ R , ‘r/R) is Hausdorll. 

PROOF. Necessity. Suppose (X ’ ‘r) is w. h. and q(x) ~ q(y) in X/R. Then 

c(x)~c( y) , and by Theorem 2.2 there are disjoint, open sets 0 and U such that 

xεo and yEU. Thus q(x) ε q(O) ε ..:T/R and q(y) ε q(U) ε ..:T / R by Lemmas 

2.6 and 2.9, and it remains only to show q(O) nq(u)=ø. But if q(z) ε q(o)n 

q(U), then c(z)=c(x*) and c(z)=c(y선 for some x* 르 o and y* ε U. Applying 

Lemma 2.6, x용 ε onc(z)=onc(y선conU， a contradiction. 

Sufficiency. Suppose 5 : D• X with lim 5=x and lim 5=y. Then lim q05=q(x) 

and lim q05=q(y) , implying q(x)=q(y) since (X/R , ..:T/R) is T 2• Thus c(x)= 

c( y) and (X,..:T) is w. h. 

3. Some basic properties 

THEOREM 3. 1. 11 (X , ‘r) is w. h. and YCX , then (Y , yn ..:T) z's w. h. 

PROOF. Let 5 : D• Y be a net with lim 5=y and lim 5=y* in (y ,yn ‘r) 

and thus in (X , ‘:?"'). Then c(y)=c(y선 and so cy(y)= ync(y)=ync(y‘ )=cyC y*) ,. 

THEORE;..I 3.2. Jf (X • ..:T) is w. h. and 1: (X, ‘r) • (y , ~) is a lzomeomorphism, 

then (Y.~) is w. h. 

PROOF. If 5: D• Y with lim 5=y and lim 5=yξ then lim f-l。s=f-1(y)
and lim 1-105=1-1 (y*). Hence we have cxU-1(y))=cXU-1(y*)) and so 

cy(y)=cy(y*). 

THEOREM 3.3. Let(X，..:T)=X{(Xa，.r，α) : α ε L1}. Then(X, ‘:T) is w. h. 짝 

(Xα’ ‘7α) is w. h. lor all α ε .1. 

PROOF. Necessity. For each α E .1, (X. ‘r) contains a subspace homeomorphic 

to (Xα’ ‘7α). Apply Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. 

Sufficiency. Let 5 : D • X be a net with lim 5=x and lim 5=y. Then for each 

α ε .1, lim Pα。5=Pα(x) and lim Pα。5=Pα(y) and so ca(Pα(x))=ca(P a( y)). 

Hence' (X. ‘r) is w. h. since c(x) = X {ca(P，α(x)) : α ε L1} = X {ca(P a(y) : α ε L1} 

=c(y). 

THEOREM 3. 4. A H aμsdorll space is weakly Haμdoκfl. 
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PROOF. Net Emits are unique in a Hausdorff space. 

THEOREl\1 3. 5. A γegular space is l/Jeakly H aκsdorff. 

PROOF. Let x, y ε X and suppose condition (a) of Theorem 2.2 fails. Without 

loss of generality, we may assume that for some 0 E ‘:T, x ε o but y 졸 O. By 

regularity, there is an 0* ε Y such that x ε O*Uc(O*)CO, and so x ε o육， y ε 

1!c(O션， and O*n~c(o*)=ø. This satisfies condition (b) , and we conclude the 

:space is w. h. 

COROLLARY 3.6. A pseudometric space is w. h .. 

REMARK 3. 7. For neither of the two previous theorems does the converse hold. 

For if X = {a, b} and Y = {Ø, X }, then (X, ‘:T) is w. h. but not T 2, while if (Y，~) 

is a 112-space which is not T3 (See WiHard [7] , Example 14. 2), then ( Y, g) is 

w. h. but not regular. We further observe that if we let (Z， γ)=(XXY， ‘:T x~). 

then (Z. γ) is w. h. by Theorem 3.3 but is neither T 2 nor regular. Thus the 

family of w. h. spaces is strictly larger than the union of all T 2-spaces and all 

a-egular spaces. 

THEOREM 3. 8. A space is T 2 iff it is T.。 αnd w.h. 

PROOF. The necessity follows immediately from Theorem 3. 4. To prove 

sufficiency. let x ~ y. By the T 0 property. c(x) 낯 c( y) and the result follows f10m 

.condition (b) of Theorem 2.2. 

REMARK 3.9. A T 1-space need not be w. h. as seen by an infinite set with 

the cofinite topology, while a w. h. space need. not be T 0 as a two-point. 

indiscrete space shows. 

4. Two structure theorerns 

DEFINITION 4. 1. A space is said to be satμrated if arbitrary intersections of 

open sets are open. Equivalently, a space is saturated iff each point has a 

minimum open neighborhood. (See Lorrain [5]) 

THEOREM 4.2. If (X , ‘:T) is saturated, the following condz"tions are eqμz·νalent: 

(a) (X, Y) is Q-diηzensional 

(b) (X, Y) is completely regμlar 

(c) (X, Y) ís regμlar 

(d) (X’ ‘:T) z"s w. h. 
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(e) (X ,..:r) is R，。

(f) ‘r = ~ (i. e. , a set is open zJI z't is closed.). 

PROOF. That (a) implies (b) implies (c) implies (d) implies (e) foIlows from 

Theorem 3. 5, Lemma 2. 6, and standard results. 

(e) implies (f): Suppose (X, ‘r) is Ro and 0 ε ..:r, Then for each x ε 0 , 

c(x)CO and so 0= U {c(x) : x ε O} , a closed set by the saturation property. Thus 

‘rc‘잦 and the reverse inclusion follows by complementation. 

(f) implies (a) : ‘r itself is an open-closed base for ‘r. 
REMARK 4. 3. The preceding theorem determines the structure of a saturated, 

and thus a finite, w. h. top이ogy (i. e. , ‘;T=호). To investigate an infinite w. h_ 

topology, we first consider three lemmas. 

LEMMA 4.4. Let (X, ‘r) be a saturated UJ. h. space, and x ε O"E ‘r where 0" 

z.s the minimum open näghborhood 01 x. Then lor any U E ‘;T, äther Oxnu=ø 

or O"CU. 

PROOF. 11 o"nu =F ø, there is a y ε o x n U, and we consider Theorem 2. 2 

with respect to x and y. If condition (b) holds, xε0* and yE Uξ where 0* 
and U싹 are disjoint, open sets, and consequently x ε ox n0% ε ‘;T with o"no* 
~ 0", contradicting the minimality of 0". Thus condition (a) holds, and so 

y ε U implies x ε U, and hence O"CU by minimality. 

LEMMA 4.5. 11 (X，.3η z.s a saturated w. h. space wzïh 0" the minimum open 

set containi1짱 x and Oy the min쩌uηz open set c07Ztaz"ni썽 y , then either 0" =Oy or 

o"noy=çí. 

PROOF. The result follows by symmetric applications of Lemma 4.4 to 0 ", and Oy' 

LEMMA 4.6. Let (X, ‘r) be w. h. and x E 0 ε ‘r where 0 is not the miniηzμm 

open nez강hborhood 01 x. Then there is a y' ε o and there are open sets 0' and U’ 

sμch thαt (1) x ε O'CO and y' ε U'CO and (2) o'nu'=ø. 

PROOF. Suppose that for each y ε 0 , condition (a) of Theorem 2.2 holds. Then 

ifx ε UE ‘r , y ε U for each y ε o and thus 0 c U , implying that 0 is the 

minimum open neighborhood of x, a contradiction. We conclude that for some‘ 

y ’ ε 0, condition (b) of Theorem 2.2 holds and thus x E 0* and y' E U츄 for some 
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0용， U용 open and disjoint. Then define o.'=o.no.* and u'=o.nu*. 

THEOREM 4.7. Let (X , Y) be a w. h. space. Then ‘5T Z"S z"nfi쩌te zlf tJzeγe z-s 

an 껑껴~'JZite family of non-eηzpty， mutχαlly disjoz'nt open sets. 

PROOF. The sufficiency is immediate and the necessity is done by cases‘ 

Case (1) : Suppose (X，.3η is saturated. Then for each xεX， there exis ts 0. x' 

the minimum open neighborhood of x. 

We consider the cardinality of {Or : x ε X} . Subcase (1) : If {Ox : x ε X} is 

infinite, there is an X*ζX such that X% is infinite and Ox 낯 Ov for x , y ε X* 

and x~y. Then by Lemma 4.5, o.xn o.,.=ø for x ~ y in X츄 and thus {0; : x ε X석 

is the desired family. 

Subcase (2) : If {o. x : x ε X} is finite, then we can choose representatives x1’ 
•.. " X ε X such that {o._: x ε X}= {O_ : l::;:i::;:n} and thus X=UW… : 1도z" S:: n} . x ~ ~ Zi 

NGw, 1etting U be any open set and f= { j : unoXl # ￠} , we assert that U= U {OXj : 

j ε f}. For if x E U, then x ε OXj for same j and thus j ε ]. Conversely, if x ε 0."1 

for some j εj， then OXjnU # ￠ and SO x ε OXJc=U by Lemma 4. 4. It fol1ows that 

U= U(OXj : j el}. But since U ε Y -vvas arbitrary and]ζ{1 ， .... , n}, we conclude 

‘ 5T is finite, a contradiction. So, subcase (2) is impossible and case (1) is p1'oved. 

Case (2) : If (X, Y) is not saturated, the1'e is an x ε X such that no open 

neighborhood of x is minimum. We define inductively {U n : n 르 1} as follows: 

Letting 0.0= X in Lemma 4.6, there a1'e y1 ε 0.0 and 0.1' U 1 E Y such that 

x ε o.1COO' y1 ε U1C 0.0' and o.1nU1 =ø. Now' x ε 0.1 and so again by Lemma 

4. 6, the1'e ate y2 ε 0.1 and 0.2' U2 ε ‘;T such that x E 0.2 C 0.1' y2 ε U2 ζ 0.1 and 

02 n U2=ø. Continuing in this manne1', the family {Un : n 늘 1} is an infinite 

family of nonempty, mutually disjoint open sets. 

5. Cornpactness 

REMARK 5. 1. In the following, we shall use the definition of paracompactness 

given by Gaal [2] , who, unlike some authors, does not include T2 or reg버ar 

in the definition. 

THEOREM 5.2. Let (X, ‘;T) be þaracomþact. Then(X, ‘5T) Z"S w. h. zff (X, ‘5T) 

is regular. 

PROOF. Sufficiency follows from Theorem 3.5. To prove necessity, suppose 

(X, Y) is w. h. and x 졸 F , a closed set. Then for each y E F , ;y $. qr F while 
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x ε '?f' F and so by Theorem 2.2 there are disjoint open sets Oy and Uy 
such that x E Oy and y ε Uy. Now X= '?f' FU U {Uy : y ε F} and so there is an 

open, 10cal1y-finite refinement {V ß : β ε n w hich covers X. Letting V = U {김 : 
V ßnF ~ çb} , we have F C V and we assert x ε '?f' c(V). For otberwise, x ε c(V) 

= U {c(V ß) : V ßnF~ø} by local finiteness, and so x ε c(V l) where V ß용nF~ø. 

Thus V /ct.'?f' F and so V강ζU/ for some y* E F. But then x ε c(V값)Cc(U/)， 

a contradiction since x ε 0/ and o/n U/=ø. We concIude that FCV ε Yand 

xε '?f' c(V) 드‘:T with Vn '?f' c(V)=ø. Hence (X , ‘:T) is regular. 

COROLLARY 5. 3. A compαct space is w. h. ill z"t is regular. 

PROOF. A compact space is paracompact. 

COROLLARY 5.4. A paracoηzpact， w. h. space is normal. 

PROOF. A paracompact, w. h. space is paracompact and regular, and thus 

normal. 

COROLLARY 5.5. A compact, w. h. space is completely regular and normal. 

PROOF. Regularity fo l1ows from CoroIlary 5.3 and normality from Corollary 
5.4. Thus the space is completely regular as well. 

THEOREM 5.6. In a w. h. spαce， closures 01 compact sets are compact. 

PROOF. Let (X , ‘;T) be w. h. and K ζX be compact. Then if c(K)CU {Oa : 

α ε A} , an open cover, we have Kc=oal U ----U0%· Now if x ε c(K) , there is a 

net S : D• K such tbat lim S=x. Hence, by compactness, there is a subnet T : 
D • K such that lim T=y for some y ε K. Since lim T=x and lim T=y, c(x)= 

c( y) and thus, by Lemma 2. 6, x ε c(x)=c(y)C。이U .... UOα”. It fo11ows that c(K) 

ζOα U .... UOα . 

6. Local compactness 

REMARK 6. 1. There are at least three definitions of local compactness appearing 

in the literature. Kel1ey [3) requires that each point have a compact neighborhood, 
while Willard [7) demands that the topology have a base consisting of compact 

neighborhoods. Royden [6) requires each point to be contained in an open set whose 

closure is compact, although some authors refer. to this variant as strong local 

compactness. We shall denote these properties by 1. c. , c. n, b. and s. 1. c. , respectively. 

Examples can be constructed to show these are al1 different, although a truly 

confusing situation is averted since the concepts agree in Hausdorff or re .5"ular 
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spaces. In fact. they agree in w. h. spaces. 

THEOREM 6. 2. A zν. h. space (X, Y) is 1. c. 修 it is s.l. c •• 

PROOF. 5ince the sufficiency always holds, we need only prove necessity. 50 

for each x ε X , x ε OCN whereO ε ‘:T and N is comact. Then x ε OCc(O)C 

c(N). But c(N) is compact by Theorem 5.6 and so c(O) is compact also. 

THEOREM 6.3. (X, ‘r) is w.lz. and l. c. 찌< (X*, Y*) is w. h. wlzere (X*, Y*) 

is tlze one-point compact쩌.cαtion o[ (X, ‘:T). 

PROOF. Necessity. We shall use Theorem 2.2. 

Case(1) : Let x, y ε X and suppose condition (b) of Theorm 2.2 fails in (X*, 
‘:T*). Then it fails in (X’ ‘:T) as weIl and so x ε O ε ‘:T iff y ε O ε ‘:T. Hence 

xε0* 르‘:T* iff y εo웅 ε .5'*. 

Case (2) : Let x ε X. By Theorem 6.2 x ε α=c(o) where 0 E ‘:T and c(O) is 

X -compact. Hence ∞ ε {∞} U '6' xc(O) ε ‘:T* and x ε O ε y* with on( {∞}U 

'6' x c(O))=rþ. 

5ufficiency. If (X휴’ ‘7츄) is w.h. , (X, ‘:T) is w. h. by Theorem 3. 1. Moreover, 

for x ε X ε 3작， Theorem 2.2 implies x ε 0* ε ‘7츄 and ∞ ε U* ε ‘:T* for some 

0*, U* disjoint. But then U육={∞} UU where U ε ‘:T and '6' xU is X-compact , and 

80 X ε 0츄c'6' xU implies (X , ‘.r) is 1. c. 

COROLLARY 6.4. An 1. c. , w.lz. space (X , Y) is completely regμlaγ. 

PROOF. By the previous theorem (Xξ ‘:T*) is w. h. and thus completely 

regula1' by Corollary 5.5. Hence (X, ‘:T) is aIso completely regular. 

THEOREM 6.5. The three types o[ local compactness are equivalent 쩌 UJ. lz. sþaces. 

PROOF. In light of Theorem 6.2 and the fact that c. n. b. always implies 1. c .. 

it suffices to show that if (X, Y) is w. h. and 1. c. , it is c. n. b. 80 Iet x ε O 든 

‘:T. By Corollary 6. 4 (X,‘:T) is regular and thus xεO*Cc(O*)ζo fo1' some 0* 

ε.r. Moreover, by Tho1'em 6.2 there is a U ε Y such that x ε U and c(U) is 

compact. Then x ε o*nucc(o*)nc(U)CO and c(o*)nc(U) is thE: required 

compact neighborhood. 

7. Complete reguIarity 

REMARK 7.1. It is routine to show that if [: (X, Y) • [0, 1J is continuous 

and we define a pseudometric on X by d(x,y)=J[(x)-[(y)J , then the identity 

1: (X, ‘:T)• (X, ‘:T(d)) is contiriuous. 
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LEMMA 7.2. 11 d is as above, (X , d) is totally boμnded. 

PROOF. I(X)C [0, 1) is totally bounded and so for e>O, there are x! •. "', 장 ε x 
such that for each xεX， d (x, xi) = I/(x) - I(xi) I <e for some ι 

REMARK 7.3. Let (X, d) be as above and (X*, d션 be the usual pseudometric 

completion. That is, X육 is the set of all d-Cauchy sequences from X and d션(xn) , 
(yη))=lim d(xn， yχ). Let F: X • X* be the natural isometry F(x) = (x, x, x, .... ). 

LEMMA 7.4. Usz"ng the te.γminology above, (X*’ ‘:7(d*)) is compact. 

PROOF. The complete space (X*, d*) is totally bounded since F(X) is dense 

and totally bounded by Lemma 7.2. 

REMARK 7.5. Let (X, ‘:7) be completely regular and let 9 = {fα : α ε LI} be 

the indexed family of all continuous maps from X to [0, ll. For each α ε LI, 

define a pseudometric dα on X as in Remark 7. 1. Then μ : (X，'yη→(Xa’ 
‘:7(dα)) is continuous where Xa=X for all α and 1α is the identity. AIso, let 

(X강， d a *) be the completion of (Xα， da) and Fα :Xα→X강 the natural isometry 

as in Remark 7.3. 

LEMMA 7.6. Using the notation 01 Remark 7.5, $= {Fao1a: α ε LI} is α 

lamily 01 cont쩌uoμs lunctz"ons which separate points and separate points and closed 

sets. 

PROOF. For each α. F_oI _. : X • X 싹 is continuous since 1 _. is continuous ancl ’ a - a - -- --a 
F a is an isometry. Secondly, jf x~y and α ε LI is arbitrary, Fα。Iα(x) ~Fα。Iα

(y). Thus ‘잦 separates poiIits. Finally, if x 종 F where F is closed in (X, ‘:7), 

there is an 감 ε 9 such that Iß(x) =0 and F ß(F) ζ {1}. We assert that FßoIß 

(x) 솥 Cj (Fβ。Fβ(F)) and it suffices to show {였 ε X강 :dβ*(캉， FßoIβ(x)) <1/2} 

nFpolp(F)=rþ. But if we deny this statement, then for some y ε F , 1/2> 

d강(Ff간(y) ， FßoIβ(x)) =dβ(x， y) = 때(x) - Iß(y) 1, a contradiction. Thus 호 

separates points and closed sets. 

THEOREM 7. 7. (X,.Y) is completely regular 修 (X,'y) is homeomoφhz'c to 

a subspace 01 a compact, w. h. space. 

PROOF. Necessity. Letting $" be as above, the Embedding Lemma (Kelley 

[3]. theorem 4.5) implies that (X，.Yη is homeomorphic to a subspace of 

x (X강’ ‘:7(da*)) : α ε LI} , this product being compact by Lemma 7.4 and the 
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Tychonoff theorem, and w. h. by Theorem 3. 3 and CorolIary 3. 6. 

The sufficiency folIows immediately from CorolIary 5.5. 

COROLLARY 7.8. A space is completely regular ill z"t z's homeomorPhic to a 

subspace 01 a compact, regulm’ space. 

PROOF. Apply CorolIary 5. 3 to the preceding theorem. 

COROLLARY 7.9. A space is completly regular ill it has a w. h. compact행~'cation. 

PROOF. The necessity folIo!\,s from Theorems 3. 1 and 7.7 while the sufficiency 

folIows from CoroIlary 5. 5. 

8. Some conclusions 

We have seen that the concept of weakly Hausdorff, although weaker than T~ 

or regular, preserves many of the properties of such spaces, and important 

results become Coronaries (for instance, replace w. h. by T2 or regular in 4. 7, 

5.4, 5.5, 5.6, 6.4, and 6.5). Moreover, in light of Theorem 5.2 and Corollary 

5.3, the w. h. property provides a characterization of regularity on compact or 

paracompact spaces solely in terms of nets, or, by Theorem 2.2, in terms of 

points. Finally, w. h. spaces are seen to arise naturally in topology in Theorems 

"2. 10 and 7. 7 and in CorolIary 7.9. 

Ohio State University 
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